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Abstract

We introduce the novel-view acoustic synthesis (NVAS)
task: given the sight and sound observed at a source view-
point, can we synthesize the sound of that scene from an
unseen target viewpoint? We propose a neural rendering
approach: Visually-Guided Acoustic Synthesis (ViGAS) net-
work that learns to synthesize the sound of an arbitrary
point in space by analyzing the input audio-visual cues.
To benchmark this task, we collect two first-of-their-kind
large-scale multi-view audio-visual datasets, one synthetic
and one real. We show that our model successfully reasons
about the spatial cues and synthesizes faithful audio on both
datasets. To our knowledge, this work represents the very
first formulation, dataset, and approach to solve the novel-
view acoustic synthesis task, which has exciting potential
applications ranging from AR/VR to art and design. Un-
locked by this work, we believe that the future of novel-view
synthesis is in multi-modal learning from videos.

1. Introduction
Replaying a video recording from a new viewpoint1 has

many applications in cinematography, video enhancement,
and virtual reality. For example, it can be used to edit a
video, simulate a virtual camera, or, given a video of a per-
sonal memory, even enable users to experience a treasured
moment again—not just on a 2D screen, but in 3D in a vir-
tual or augmented reality, thus ‘reliving’ the moment.

While the applications are exciting, there are still many
unsolved technical challenges. Recent advances in 3D re-
construction and novel-view synthesis (NVS) address the
problem of synthesizing new images of a given scene [32,
34, 44]. However, thus far, the view synthesis problem is
concerned with creating visuals alone; the output is silent or
at best naively adopts the sounds of the original video (from
the “wrong” viewpoint). Without sound, the emotional and
cognitive significance of the replay is severely diminished.

In this work, we address this gap and introduce the new
task of novel-view acoustic synthesis (NVAS). The goal of

1We use “viewpoint” to mean a camera or microphone pose.
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Figure 1. Novel-view acoustic synthesis task. Given audio-visual
observations from one viewpoint and the relative target viewpoint
pose, render the sound received at the target viewpoint. Note that
the target is expressed as the desired pose of the microphones; the
image at that pose (right) is neither observed nor synthesized.

this task is to synthesize the sound in a scene from a new
acoustic viewpoint, given only the visual and acoustic input
from another source viewpoint in the same scene (Fig. 1).

NVAS is very different from the existing NVS task,
where the goal is to reconstruct images instead of sounds,
and these differences present new challenges. First, the 3D
geometry of most real-life scenes changes in a limited man-
ner during the recording. On the contrary, sound changes
substantially over time, so the reconstruction target is highly
dynamic. Secondly, visual and audio sensors are very dif-
ferent. A camera matrix captures the light in a highly-
directional manner, and a single image comprises a large 2D
array of pixels. In contrast, sounds are recorded with one or
two microphones which are at best weakly-directional, pro-
viding only a coarse sampling of the sound field. Thirdly,
the frequency of light waves is much higher than that of
sound waves; the length of audio waves is thus larger to the
point of being comparable to the size of geometric features
of the scene, meaning that effects such as diffraction are
often dominant, and spatial resolution is low. As a result,
techniques that require spatial precision, such as triangula-
tion and segmentation, are not applicable to audio. Lastly,
sounds mix together, making it difficult to segment them,
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and they are affected by environmental effects such as re-
verberation that are distributed and largely unobservable.

While the NVS and NVAS tasks are indeed very dif-
ferent, we hypothesize that NVAS is an inherently multi-
modal task. In fact, vision can play an important role in
achieving accurate sound synthesis. First, establishing cor-
respondences between sounds and their sources as they ap-
pear in images can provide essential cues for resynthesiz-
ing the sounds realistically. For instance, human speech is
highly directional and sounds very differently if one faces
the speaker or their back, which can only be inferred from
visual cues. In addition, the environment acoustics also af-
fect the sound one hears as a function of the scene geom-
etry, materials, and emitter/receiver locations. The same
source sounds very differently if it is located in the center of
a room, at the corner, or in a corridor, for example. In short,
vision provides cues about space and geometry that affect
sound, and are difficult to estimate from the sound alone.

In order to validate our hypothesis, we propose a novel
visually-guided acoustic synthesis network that analyzes au-
dio and visual features and synthesizes the audio at a target
location. More specifically, the network first takes as in-
put the image observed at the source viewpoint in order to
infer global acoustic and geometric properties of the envi-
ronment along with the bounding box of the active speaker.
The network then reasons how the speaker and scene geom-
etry change in 3D based on the relative target pose with a
fusion network. We inject the fused features into audio with
a gated multi-modal fusion network and model the acoustic
changes between viewpoints with a time-domain model.

In order to conduct our experiments on the new NVAS
task, we require suitable training and benchmarking data,
of which currently there is none available. To address that,
we contribute two new datasets: one real (Replay-NVAS)
and one synthetic (SoundSpaces-NVAS). The key feature
of these datasets is to record the sight and sound of dif-
ferent scenes from multiple cameras/viewpoints. Replay-
NVAS contains video recordings of groups of people per-
forming social activities (e.g., chatting, watching TV, doing
yoga, playing instruments) from 8 surrounding viewpoints
simultaneously. It contains 37 hours of highly realistic ev-
eryday conversation and social interactions in one home-
like environment. To our knowledge, Replay-NVAS repre-
sents the first large-scale real-world dataset enabling NVAS.
This dataset would also greatly benefit many other exist-
ing tasks including NVS, active speaker localization, etc.
For SoundSpaces-NVAS, we render 1.3K hours of audio-
visual data based on the SoundSpaces [7] platform. Using
this simulator, one can easily change the scene geometry
and the positions of speakers, cameras, and microphones.
This data serves as a powerful test bed with clean ground
truth for a large collection of home environments, offer-
ing a good complement to Replay-NVAS. For both datasets,

we capture binaural audio, which is what humans perceive
with two ears. Together the datasets contain 1,337 hours
of audio-visual capture, with 1,032 speakers across 121 3D
scenes. Datasets are publicly available for future research. 2

We show that our model outperforms traditional signal
processing approaches as well as learning-based baselines,
often by a substantial margin, in a quantitative evaluation
and a human study. We show qualitative examples where
the model predicts acoustic changes according to the view-
point changes, e.g., left channel becomes louder when the
viewpoint changes from left to right. In a nutshell, we
present the first work that deals with novel-view acoustic
synthesis, and contribute two large-scale datasets along with
a novel neural rendering approach for solving the task.

2. Related Work
Novel-view synthesis (NVS). Kickstarted by advances in
neural rendering [34, 51], many recent works consider vari-
ants of the NVS problem. Most approaches assume dozens
of calibrated images for reconstructing a single static scene.
Closer to monocular video NVS, authors have considered
reducing the number of input views [20, 25, 38, 46, 59] and
modelling dynamic scenes [27,28,42,43,53,55]. However,
none of these works tackle audio.
Acoustic matching and spatialization. NVAS requires
accounting for (1) the environmental acoustics and (2) the
geometric configuration of the target microphone(s) (e.g.,
monaural vs binaural). Modelling environmental acous-
tics has been addressed extensively by the audio commu-
nity [4, 26]. Room impulse response (RIR) functions char-
acterize the environment acoustics as a transfer function be-
tween the emitter and receiver, accounting for the scene
geometry, materials, and emitter/receiver locations. Esti-
mating the direct-to-reverberant ratio and the reverberation
time, is sufficient to synthesize simple RIRs that match au-
dio in a plausible manner [12,16,22,30,37,58]. These meth-
ods do not synthesize for a target viewpoint, rather they
resynthesize to match an audio sample. In [47, 48] sound
from a moving emitter is spatialized towards a receiver con-
ditioned on the tracked 3D location of the emitter.

Recently, the vision community explores using visual
information to estimate environmental acoustics [6, 8, 50].
However, these works only synthesize acoustics for a given
viewpoint rather than a novel viewpoint. In addition, they
have only addressed monaural audio, which is more forgiv-
ing than binaural because humans do not perceive subtle ab-
solute acoustic properties, but can detect easily inconsisten-
cies in the sounds perceived by the two ears. Recent work
spatializes monaural sounds by upmixing them to multiple
channels conditioned on the video, where the sound emit-
ters are static [17, 36]. Because the environment, emitter
and receiver are static, so are the acoustics. Other work

2https://replay-dataset.github.io
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predicts impulse responses in simulation either for a single
environment [29], or by using few-shot egocentric obser-
vations [31], or by using the 3D scene mesh [45]. While
simulated results are satisfying, those models’ impact on
real-world data is unknown, especially for scenarios where
human speakers move and interact with each other. Unlike
any of the above, we introduce and tackle the NVAS prob-
lem, accounting for both acoustics and spatialization, and
we propose a model that addresses the problem effectively
on both synthetic and real-world data.
Audio-visual learning. Recent advances in multi-modal
video understanding enable new forms of self-supervised
cross-modal feature learning from video [2, 24, 35], sound
source localization [19,21,54], and audio-visual speech en-
hancement and source separation [1, 14, 33, 40, 60]. All
of these existing tasks and datasets only deal with a single
viewpoint. We introduce the first audio-visual learning task
and dataset that deals with multi-view audio-visual data.

3. The Novel-view Acoustic Synthesis Task
We introduce a new task, novel-view acoustic synthesis

(NVAS). Assuming there are N sound emitters in the scene
(emitter i emits sound Ci from location Li), given the audio
AS and video VS observed at the source viewpoint S, the
goal is to synthesize the audio AT at the target viewpoint T ,
as it would sound from the target location, specified by the
relative pose PT of the target microphone (translation and
orientation) with respect to the source view (Fig. 1). Fur-
thermore, we assume that the active sound emitters in the
environment are visible in the source camera, but we make
no assumptions about the camera at the target location.

The sound at any point R is a function of the space:

AR = F(L1,...,N , C1,...,N , R | E), (1)

where R is the receiver location (S or T ) and E is the
environment. The emitted sounds Ci are not restricted to
speech but can be ambient noise, sounding objects, etc.
Our goal here is to learn a transfer function T (·) defined
as AT = T (AS , VS , PT ), where S, T, L1,...,N , C1,...,N , E
are not directly given and need to be inferred from VS and
PT , which makes the task inherently multi-modal.

This task is challenging because the goal is to model the
sound field of a dynamic scene and capture acoustic changes
between viewpoints given one pair of audio-visual measure-
ments. While traditional signal processing methods can be
applied, we show in Sec. 6 that they perform poorly. In this
work, we present a learning-based rendering approach.

4. Datasets
We introduce two datasets for the NVAS task: live

recordings (Sec. 4.1), and simulated audio in scanned real-
world environments (Sec. 4.2) (see Fig. 2). The former is

Figure 2. Example source and target views for the two introduced
datasets: Replay-NVAS (left) and SoundSpaces-NVAS (right).

real and covers various social scenarios, but offers limited
diversity of sound sources, viewpoints and environments,
and is noisy. The latter has a realism gap, but allows perfect
control over these aforementioned elements.

Both datasets focus on human speech given its relevance
in applications. However, our model design is not specific
to speech. For both datasets, we capture binaural audio,
which best aligns with human perception. Note that for both
datasets, we collect multiple multi-modal views for train-
ing and evaluation; during inference the target viewpoint(s)
(and in some cases target environment) are withheld.

4.1. The Replay-NVAS Dataset

Replay-NVAS contains multi-view captures of acted
scenes in apartments. We capture 46 different scenarios
(e.g., having a conversation, having dinner, or doing yoga)
from 8 different viewpoints. In total, we collect 37 hours of
video data, involving 32 participants across all scenarios.

In each scenario, we invite 2–4 participants to act on a
given topic. Each participant wears a near-range micro-
phone, providing a clean recording of their own speech. The
scene is captured by 8 DLSR cameras, each augmented with
a 3Dio binaural microphone. In this way, the data captures
video and audio simultaneously from multiple cameras, re-
sulting in 56 possible source/target viewpoint combinations
for each scene. The videos are recorded at 30 FPS and the
audio is recorded with a 48k sampling rate. We use a clap-
per at the beginning of the recording for temporal synchro-
nization. Each scenario lasts 3–8 min. We use off-the-shelf
software for multi-view camera calibration (see Supp.).

To construct the dataset, we extract one-second long
clips from each video with overlapping windows. We auto-
matically remove silent and noisy clips based on the energy
of near-range microphones, which results in 77K/12K/2K
clips in total for train/val/test (details in Supp.) During
training, for one sample, we randomly select two out of
eight viewpoints, one as the source and one as the target.

This dataset is very challenging. It covers a wide range
of social activities. It is harrowed by ambient sound, room
reverberation, overlapping speech and non-verbal sounds
such as clapping and instruments. Participants can move
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freely in the environment. We believe that this data will be
useful to the community beyond the NVAS task as it can
be used for benchmarking many other problems, including
active speaker localization, source separation, and NVS.

4.2. The SoundSpaces-NVAS Dataset
In this dataset, we synthesize multi-view audio-visual

data of two people having conversations in 3D scenes. In
total, we construct 1.3K hours of audio-visual data for a to-
tal of 1,000 speakers, 120 3D scenes and 200K viewpoints.

Our goal is to construct audio-visual data with strong
spatial and acoustic correspondences across multiple view-
points, meaning that the visual information should indicate
what the audio should sound like, e.g., observing speaker
on the left should indicate the left ear is louder and ob-
serving speaker at a distance should indicate there is higher
reverberation. We use the SoundSpaces 2.0 platform [7],
which allows highly realistic audio and visual rendering for
arbitrary camera and microphone locations in 3D scans of
real-world environments [5, 52, 57]. It accounts for all ma-
jor real-world acoustics phenomena: direct sounds, early
specular/diffuse reflections, reverberation, binaural spatial-
ization, and effects from materials and air absorption.

We use the Gibson dataset [57] for scene meshes and
LibriSpeech [41] for speech samples. As we are simulating
two people having conversations, for a given environment,
we randomly sample two speaker locations within 3 m and
insert two copyright-free mannequins (one male and one fe-
male) at these two locations.3 We then randomly sample
four nearby viewpoints facing the center of the two speak-
ers at a height of 1.5 m (Fig. 2, right). For each speaker,
we select a speech sample from LibriSpeech with matching
gender. We render images at all locations as well as binau-
ral impulse response for all pairs of points between speakers
and viewpoints. The received sound is obtained by convolv-
ing the binaural impulse response with the speech sample.

During training, for one sample, we randomly sample
two out of four rendered viewpoints, one as the source and
one as the target. We also randomly choose one speaker to
be active, simulating what we observe on the real data (i.e.,
usually only one person speaks at a time).

5. Visually-Guided Acoustic Synthesis
We introduce a new method, Visually-Guided Acoustic

Synthesis (ViGAS), to address the NVAS problem, taking
as input sound and an image and outputting the sound from
a different target microphone pose.

ViGAS consists of five components: ambient sound sep-
aration, active speaker localization, visual acoustic network,
acoustic synthesis, and temporal alignment. The high-level
idea is to separate the observed sound into primary and am-
bient, extract useful visual information (active speaker and

3https://renderpeople.com/free-3d-people

acoustic features), and use this information to guide acous-
tic synthesis for the primary sound. Temporal alignment is
performed during training for better optimization. ViGAS
is discussed in detail next and summarised in Fig. 3.

5.1. Ambient Sound Separation

ViGAS starts by decomposing the input sound into pri-
mary and ambient (traffic, electric noise from a fridge or the
A/C, etc.). Ambient sound is important for realism, but it
also interferes with learning the model because it can carry
significant energy, making the model focus on it rather than
on the primary sounds, and its spatial distribution is very
different from the primary sounds.

By explicitly separating primary and ambient sounds,
ViGAS: (1) accounts for the fact that the transfer func-
tions of primary and ambient sounds are very different and
thus difficult to model together; (2) avoids wasting repre-
sentational power on modelling ambient sounds that might
be difficult to reconstruct accurately and depend less on
the viewpoint; and (3) prevents ambient sounds, which are
noise-like and high-energy, from dominating learning and
reconstruction. In practice, as we show in Sec. 6, without
the ambient sound separation, the model performs poorly.

The goal of ambient sound separation is thus to con-
struct a function (AC , AN ) = P(AS) that separates the
input sound AS into primary sound AC and ambient sound
AN . Existing approaches to this problem are based on sig-
nal processing [3, 13] or learning [11, 15]. We find that pre-
trained speech enhancement models such as Denoiser [11]
tend to aggressively remove the noise including the primary
sound, which hinders re-synthesis. We thus opt for band-
pass filtering, passing frequencies within a certain range
and rejecting/attenuating frequencies outside of it, which
we found to work well. We cut frequencies below 80 Hz
for SoundSpaces-NVAS and 150 Hz for Replay-NVAS.

5.2. Active Speaker Localization

Knowing where the emitters of different primary sounds
are located in the environment can help to solve the NVAS
task. In this paper, we focus on localizing the active speaker,
although there can be other important primary sound events
like instruments playing, speakers interacting with objects,
etc. The goal of active speaker localization is to predict
the bounding box of the active speaker in each frame of
the video (examples in Fig. 4). The bounding box is in the
format of (ymin, ymax, xmin, xmax) and x, y are normalized
to [0, 1] by the image width and height, respectively.

On SoundSpaces-NVAS, this task is relatively easy be-
cause of the strong correspondence between the appearance
of the speaker and the gender of the speech sample, which
enables to easily train a classifier for active speakers. How-
ever, this is much harder on Replay-NVAS because cameras
record speakers from a distance and from diverse angles,
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<latexit sha1_base64="i6ibyaT6sbkgzAjxQSwPAMQpfqc=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJHFokJ0qpIOwFiJhbFI9CG1UeU4t61Vx4lsp6iK+gks/AoLAwixMrLxN7htkKDlSJaOzrnH9j1BwpnSrvtlFdbWNza3itv2zu7e/oFzeNRUcSopNGjMY9kOiALOBDQ00xzaiQQSBRxaweh65rfGIBWLxZ2eJOBHZCBYn1GijdRzzrsBDJjIKAgNcmovLsZjBvd2F0T4Y/Sckltx58CrxMtJCeWo95zPbhjTNDJxyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlMLW7qYKE0BEZQMdQQSJQfjZfaIrPjBLifizNERrP1d+JjERKTaLATEZED9WyNxP/8zqp7l/5GRNJqkHQxUP9lGMd41k7OGQSqOYTQwiVzPwV0yGRhJoOlG1K8JZXXiXNasW7qFRvq6VaOa+jiE7QKSojD12iGrpBddRAFD2gJ/SCXq1H69l6s94XowUrzxyjP7A+vgGf0Z2C</latexit>

source view

<latexit sha1_base64="ujCEHc1Ew85al5RM7+4eHXWgOus=">AAACGHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekmWISuatKFuiy4cVnBPqAJZTK5aYdOJmFmIsTQz3Djr7hxoYjb7vwbp20EbT0wcDjnXO7cE6SMSuU4X8ba+sbm1nZlx9zd2z84tI6OOzLJBIE2SVgiegGWwCiHtqKKQS8VgOOAQTcY38z87gMISRN+r/IU/BgPOY0owUpLA+vCC2BIeUGAKxATU+ZcjUDSRwg9z8RZSBPTAx7+BAZW1ak7c9irxC1JFZVoDaypFyYki/U4YVjKvuukyi+wUJQwmJheJiHFZIyH0NeU4xikX8wPm9jnWgntKBH6cWXP1d8TBY6lzONAJ2OsRnLZm4n/ef1MRdd+QXmaKeBksSjKmK0Se9aSHVIBRLFcE0wE1X+1yQgLTHQH0tQluMsnr5JOo+5e1ht3jWqzVtZRQafoDNWQi65QE92iFmojgp7QC3pD78az8Wp8GJ+L6JpRzpygPzCm3xKjoPQ=</latexit>

synthesized
audio

<latexit sha1_base64="rVGWyDmLrPr+5h/dczSSJIljmJ8=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs30VboqiRdqMuKG1dSwT6gKWUyuWmHTiZhZiKU0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/BunbQRtPTBwOOce7tzjJ4xK5ThfRmFldW19o7hpbm3v7O5Z+wctGaeCQJPELBYdH0tglENTUcWgkwjAkc+g7Y+upn77HoSkMb9T4wR6ER5wGlKClZb61rHnw4DyjABXICZm+bJ/UzY94MGP1LdKTtWZwV4mbk5KKEejb316QUzSSMcJw1J2XSdRvQwLRQmDiemlEhJMRngAXU05jkD2stkpE/tUK4EdxkI/ruyZ+juR4UjKceTryQiroVz0puJ/XjdV4UUvozxJFXAyXxSmzFaxPe3FDqgAothYE0wE1X+1yRALTHQH0tQluIsnL5NWreqeVWu3tVK9ktdRREfoBFWQi85RHV2jBmoigh7QE3pBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z0YKRZw7RHxgf34CpmhA=</latexit>

AN

<latexit sha1_base64="IP/vO/ywPq3pjLbhe+NUGhi4mQo=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3wVboqiRdqMuKIC4r2Ac0sUwmN+3QySTMTIQS+gFu/BU3LhRx6we482+cthG09cDA4ZxzuXOPnzAqlW1/GYWV1bX1jeKmubW9s7tX2j9oyzgVBFokZrHo+lgCoxxaiioG3UQAjnwGHX90OfU79yAkjfmtGifgRXjAaUgJVlrql8quDwPKMwJcgZiYlYv+1d2oYrrAgx9Rp+yaPYO1TJyclFGOZr/06QYxSSM9ThiWsufYifIyLBQlDCamm0pIMBnhAfQ05TgC6WWzYybWiVYCK4yFflxZM/X3RIYjKceRr5MRVkO56E3F/7xeqsJzL6M8SRVwMl8UpsxSsTVtxgqoAKLYWBNMBNV/tcgQC0x0B9LUJTiLJy+Tdr3mnNbqN/Vyo5rXUURH6BhVkYPOUANdoyZqIYIe0BN6Qa/Go/FsvBnv82jByGcO0R8YH98Im5rl</latexit>

Ak
F <latexit sha1_base64="E4YMEUvlD1UR2eqfZ9n5U2UQvhM=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3wVYsCCXpQl1WBHFZwT6giWUyvWmHTiZhZiKUkE9w46+4caGIW5fu/BunD0FbDwwczrmHO/f4MaNS2faXkVtaXlldy6+bG5tb2zuF3b2mjBJBoEEiFom2jyUwyqGhqGLQjgXg0GfQ8oeXY791D0LSiN+qUQxeiPucBpRgpaVu4dj1oU95SoArEJlZuuhe3aXDEycrmS7w3o/RLRTtij2BtUicGSmiGerdwqfbi0gS6jhhWMqOY8fKS7FQlDDITDeREGMyxH3oaMpxCNJLJwdl1pFWelYQCf24sibq70SKQylHoa8nQ6wGct4bi/95nUQF515KeZwo4GS6KEiYpSJr3I7VowKIYiNNMBFU/9UiAyww0R1IU5fgzJ+8SJrVinNaqd5Ui7XyrI48OkCHqIwcdIZq6BrVUQMR9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+O5oxZZh/9gfHxDdStnGE=</latexit>

Ak+1
F

<latexit sha1_base64="Esc4nwi8/betjAhRM/2r9ODUg9Q=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYCsWhDLThbqsuHFZwT6gHYdMetuGZjJDkhHK0E9w46+4caGIW5fu/BvTh6CtBwKHc+7h5p4w4Uxp1/2ylpZXVtfWcxv25tb2zq6zt19XcSop1GjMY9kMiQLOBNQ00xyaiQQShRwa4eBq7DfuQSoWi1s9TMCPSE+wLqNEGylwTtoh9JjIKAgNcmQXLoPqXTY49UYFuw2i82METt4tuRPgReLNSB7NUA2cz3Ynpmlk4pQTpVqem2g/I1IzymFkt1MFCaED0oOWoYJEoPxsctAIHxulg7uxNE9oPFF/JzISKTWMQjMZEd1X895Y/M9rpbp74WdMJKkGQaeLuinHOsbjdnCHSaCaDw0hVDLzV0z7RBJqOlC2KcGbP3mR1Msl76xUvinnK8VZHTl0iI5QEXnoHFXQNaqiGqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Ph1dsmaZA/QH1sc35J2caw==</latexit>

Ak+1
P

<latexit sha1_base64="ry75i/5N7LClX7jRLkXusVgZyuE=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekm2gpdlaQLdVlx47KCfUAbwmRy0w6dTMLMRCihazf+ihsXirj1C9z5N07bCNp6YOBwzj3cuSdIGZXKcb6MldW19Y3N0pa5vbO7t28dHLZlkgkCLZKwRHQDLIFRDi1FFYNuKgDHAYNOMLqe+p17EJIm/E6NU/BiPOA0ogQrLfnWST+AAeU5Aa5ATMzKle9UzD7w8EfyrbJTc2awl4lbkDIq0PStz36YkCzWccKwlD3XSZWXY6EoYTAx+5mEFJMRHkBPU45jkF4+O2Vin2kltKNE6MeVPVN/J3IcSzmOAz0ZYzWUi95U/M/rZSq69HLK00wBJ/NFUcZsldjTXuyQCiCKjTXBRFD9V5sMscBEdyBNXYK7ePIyaddr7nmtflsvN6pFHSV0jE5RFbnoAjXQDWqiFiLoAT2hF/RqPBrPxpvxPh9dMYrMEfoD4+MbUY2Z8g==</latexit>

A0

<latexit sha1_base64="L11FAcBTE+tTajH3mJd/8rD6Kw8=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3wVbsqiRdqMuKG5cV+oImhMnkth06mYSZiVBCPsGNv+LGhSJuXbrzb5w+BG09MHA45x7u3BMkjEpl219GYW19Y3OruG3u7O7tH5QOjzoyTgWBNolZLHoBlsAoh7aiikEvEYCjgEE3GN9M/e49CElj3lKTBLwIDzkdUIKVlvzSuRvAkPKMAFcgcrPijrDKrnO/VTFd4OGP4ZfKds2ewVolzoKU0QJNv/TphjFJIx0nDEvZd+xEeRkWihIGuemmEhJMxngIfU05jkB62eyg3DrTSmgNYqEfV9ZM/Z3IcCTlJAr0ZITVSC57U/E/r5+qwZWXUZ6kCjiZLxqkzFKxNW3HCqkAothEE0wE1X+1yAgLTHQH0tQlOMsnr5JOveZc1Op39XKjuqijiE7QKaoiB12iBrpFTdRGBD2gJ/SCXo1H49l4M97nowVjkTlGf2B8fAOjW5zj</latexit>

ÂT

<latexit sha1_base64="JhhRXf6OIJ7FR7laLiqV5rpIbcs=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJEl0CJ1qpIOwFjEwsBQJPqQmqpynJvWquNEtoNURZ1Z+BUWBhBi5QvY+BvcNkjQciRLR+fco+t7/IRRqRznyyisrK6tbxQ3za3tnd09a/+gJeNUEGiSmMWi42MJjHJoKqoYdBIBOPIZtP3R1dRv34OQNOZ3apxAL8IDTkNKsNJS3zr2fBhQnhHgCsTELF/2b8qmBzz4kfpWyak6M9jLxM1JCeVo9K1PL4hJGuk4YVjKruskqpdhoShhMDG9VEKCyQgPoKspxxHIXjY7ZWKfaiWww1jox5U9U38nMhxJOY58PRlhNZSL3lT8z+umKrzoZZQnqQJO5ovClNkqtqe92AEVQBQba4KJoPqvNhligYnuQJq6BHfx5GXSqlXds2rttlaqV/I6iugInaAKctE5qqNr1EBNRNADekIv6NV4NJ6NN+N9Plow8swh+gPj4xt9hZoO</latexit>

AL

<latexit sha1_base64="l/3sTLmnaAwMyjpS03Ydw/hjEHo=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks30VboqiRdqMuKG5cV+oKmhMnkph06mYSZiVBC1278FTcuFHHrF7jzb5y2EbT1wMDhnHu4c4+fMCqVbX8ZhbX1jc2t4ra5s7u3f1A6POrIOBUE2iRmsej5WAKjHNqKKga9RACOfAZdf3wz87v3ICSNeUtNEhhEeMhpSAlWWvJKp64PQ8ozAlyBmJqVa69VMV3gwY/klcp2zZ7DWiVOTsooR9MrfbpBTNJIxwnDUvYdO1GDDAtFCYOp6aYSEkzGeAh9TTmOQA6y+SlT61wrgRXGQj+urLn6O5HhSMpJ5OvJCKuRXPZm4n9eP1Xh1SCjPEkVcLJYFKbMUrE168UKqACi2EQTTATVf7XICAtMdAfS1CU4yyevkk695lzU6nf1cqOa11FEJ+gMVZGDLlED3aImaiOCHtATekGvxqPxbLwZ74vRgpFnjtEfGB/fihWaFg==</latexit>

AT

<latexit sha1_base64="8k4/P6idjAkZ0FY+ekkRyAoZD64=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJEl0CJ1qpIOwFjEwlgEfUhNVDnuTWvVcSLbQaqiziz8CgsDCLHyBWz8DW4bJGg5kqWjc+7R9T1BwqhUjvNlFFZW19Y3ipvm1vbO7p61f9CScSoINEnMYtEJsARGOTQVVQw6iQAcBQzawehq6rfvQUga8zs1TsCP8IDTkBKstNSzjr0ABpRnBLgCMTHLl73bsukB7/9IPavkVJ0Z7GXi5qSEcjR61qfXj0ka6ThhWMqu6yTKz7BQlDCYmF4qIcFkhAfQ1ZTjCKSfzU6Z2Kda6dthLPTjyp6pvxMZjqQcR4GejLAaykVvKv7ndVMVXvgZ5UmqgJP5ojBltortaS92nwogio01wURQ/VebDLHARHcgTV2Cu3jyMmnVqu5ZtXZTK9UreR1FdIROUAW56BzV0TVqoCYi6AE9oRf0ajwaz8ab8T4fLRh55hD9gfHxDYiDmhU=</latexit>

AS

<latexit sha1_base64="ZkPVCX7tH349aamrjEpL6w6m7qE=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekm2gpdlaQLdVlw47KifUAbwmRy0w6dTMLMRCihazf+ihsXirj1C9z5N07bCNp6YOBwzj3cuSdIGZXKcb6MldW19Y3N0pa5vbO7t28dHLZlkgkCLZKwRHQDLIFRDi1FFYNuKgDHAYNOMLqa+p17EJIm/E6NU/BiPOA0ogQrLfnWST+AAeU5Aa5ATMxK27+tmH3g4Y/kW2Wn5sxgLxO3IGVUoOlbn/0wIVms44RhKXuukyovx0JRwmBi9jMJKSYjPICephzHIL18dsrEPtNKaEeJ0I8re6b+TuQ4lnIcB3oyxmooF72p+J/Xy1R06eWUp5kCTuaLoozZKrGnvdghFUAUG2uCiaD6rzYZYoGJ7kCaugR38eRl0q7X3PNa/aZeblSLOkroGJ2iKnLRBWqga9RELUTQA3pCL+jVeDSejTfjfT66YhSZI/QHxsc3qaeaKg==</latexit>

VS
<latexit sha1_base64="KZK578rulgonHj67tqTkRqOvdb4=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekm2gpdlaQLdVkQwWUF+4A2hMnkph06mYSZiVBC1278FTcuFHHrF7jzb5y2EbT1wMDhnHu4c0+QMiqV43wZK6tr6xubpS1ze2d3b986OGzLJBMEWiRhiegGWAKjHFqKKgbdVACOAwadYHQ19Tv3ICRN+J0ap+DFeMBpRAlWWvKtk34AA8pzAlyBmJiVtn9dMfvAwx/Jt8pOzZnBXiZuQcqoQNO3PvthQrJYxwnDUvZcJ1VejoWihMHE7GcSUkxGeAA9TTmOQXr57JSJfaaV0I4SoR9X9kz9nchxLOU4DvRkjNVQLnpT8T+vl6no0sspTzMFnMwXRRmzVWJPe7FDKoAoNtYEE0H1X20yxAIT3YE0dQnu4snLpF2vuee1+m293KgWdZTQMTpFVeSiC9RAN6iJWoigB/SEXtCr8Wg8G2/G+3x0xSgyR+gPjI9vk6uaHA==</latexit>

VE
<latexit sha1_base64="FkjI3s9bLFmcxXZa4Gl9tsOh5SI=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekm2gpdlaQLdVkQxGUF+4A2hMnkph06mYSZiVBC1278FTcuFHHrF7jzb5y2EbT1wMDhnHu4c0+QMiqV43wZK6tr6xubpS1ze2d3b986OGzLJBMEWiRhiegGWAKjHFqKKgbdVACOAwadYHQ19Tv3ICRN+J0ap+DFeMBpRAlWWvKtk34AA8pzAlyBmJiVtn9dMfvAwx/Jt8pOzZnBXiZuQcqoQNO3PvthQrJYxwnDUvZcJ1VejoWihMHE7GcSUkxGeAA9TTmOQXr57JSJfaaV0I4SoR9X9kz9nchxLOU4DvRkjNVQLnpT8T+vl6no0sspTzMFnMwXRRmzVWJPe7FDKoAoNtYEE0H1X20yxAIT3YE0dQnu4snLpF2vuee1+m293KgWdZTQMTpFVeSiC9RAN6iJWoigB/SEXtCr8Wg8G2/G+3x0xSgyR+gPjI9vlT2aHQ==</latexit>

VF

<latexit sha1_base64="69RFrmJixyeY2H3J4q/W9aZKu/M=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekm2gpdlaQLdVlw48JFBfuANoTJ5KYdOpmEmYlQQtdu/BU3LhRx6xe482+cthG09cDA4Zx7uHNPkDIqleN8GSura+sbm6Utc3tnd2/fOjhsyyQTBFokYYnoBlgCoxxaiioG3VQAjgMGnWB0NfU79yAkTfidGqfgxXjAaUQJVlryrZN+AAPKcwJcgZiYlbZ/UzH7wMMfybfKTs2ZwV4mbkHKqEDTtz77YUKyWMcJw1L2XCdVXo6FooTBxOxnElJMRngAPU05jkF6+eyUiX2mldCOEqEfV/ZM/Z3IcSzlOA70ZIzVUC56U/E/r5ep6NLLKU8zBZzMF0UZs1ViT3uxQyqAKDbWBBNB9V9tMsQCE92BNHUJ7uLJy6Rdr7nntfptvdyoFnWU0DE6RVXkogvUQNeoiVqIoAf0hF7Qq/FoPBtvxvt8dMUoMkfoD4yPb56pmiM=</latexit>

VL

<latexit sha1_base64="/JFQG01EDRf1x0BlqZtO7qkeaNg=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekm2gpdlaQLdVlw47JCX9CGMJnctEMnkzAzEUro2o2/4saFIm79Anf+jdM2grYeGDiccw937glSRqVynC9jbX1jc2u7tGPu7u0fHFpHxx2ZZIJAmyQsEb0AS2CUQ1tRxaCXCsBxwKAbjG9mfvcehKQJb6lJCl6Mh5xGlGClJd86GwQwpDwnwBWIqVlp+q2KOQAe/ki+VXZqzhz2KnELUkYFmr71OQgTksU6ThiWsu86qfJyLBQlDKbmIJOQYjLGQ+hrynEM0svnp0ztC62EdpQI/biy5+rvRI5jKSdxoCdjrEZy2ZuJ/3n9TEXXXk55mingZLEoypitEnvWix1SAUSxiSaYCKr/apMRFpjoDqSpS3CXT14lnXrNvazV7+rlRrWoo4RO0TmqIhddoQa6RU3URgQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPeF6NrRpE5QX9gfHwDocGaJQ==</latexit>

PT

<latexit sha1_base64="dTOkQrhl+o5NiJu6ZRGkMkvATeA=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkXoqsx0YV0W3LisYB/QDiWT3mlDM8mQZAp16Ke48VfcuFBEd/o1pg9BWw8EDuecy809YcKZNp736eQ2Nre2d/K77t7+weFR4fikqWWqKDSo5FK1Q6KBMwENwwyHdqKAxCGHVji6nvmtMSjNpLgzkwSCmAwEixglxkq9QrUbwoCJjIIwoKYuoYaNAesEyAgU5pISzu7nYbcLov8T7BWKXtmbA68Tf0mKaIl6r/DR7UuaxnaccqJ1x/cSE2REGUY5TN1uqiEhdEQG0LFUkBh0kM0PnOILq/RxJJV9wuC5+nsiI7HWkzi0yZiYoV71ZuJ/Xic10VWQMZGkBgRdLIpSjo3Es7Zwnymghk8sIVQx+1dMh0TZlmynri3BXz15nTQrZf+yXLmtFGulZR15dIbOUQn5qIpq6AbVUQNR9ICe0At6dR6dZ+fNeV9Ec85y5hT9gfP1DZcXpGY=</latexit>

active speaker localization
<latexit sha1_base64="/JFQG01EDRf1x0BlqZtO7qkeaNg=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekm2gpdlaQLdVlw47JCX9CGMJnctEMnkzAzEUro2o2/4saFIm79Anf+jdM2grYeGDiccw937glSRqVynC9jbX1jc2u7tGPu7u0fHFpHxx2ZZIJAmyQsEb0AS2CUQ1tRxaCXCsBxwKAbjG9mfvcehKQJb6lJCl6Mh5xGlGClJd86GwQwpDwnwBWIqVlp+q2KOQAe/ki+VXZqzhz2KnELUkYFmr71OQgTksU6ThiWsu86qfJyLBQlDKbmIJOQYjLGQ+hrynEM0svnp0ztC62EdpQI/biy5+rvRI5jKSdxoCdjrEZy2ZuJ/3n9TEXXXk55mingZLEoypitEnvWix1SAUSxiSaYCKr/apMRFpjoDqSpS3CXT14lnXrNvazV7+rlRrWoo4RO0TmqIhddoQa6RU3URgQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPeF6NrRpE5QX9gfHwDocGaJQ==</latexit>

PT

<latexit sha1_base64="faeeVAXIfr0SaoLAp3Zr0roz9nE=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvQVZnpQsVVwY3LCvYBTSmZ9LYNzWSGJCOUof/ixl9x40Ipblz4L6btCNp6IXA49xxO7gkTwbXx/U+nsLG5tb1T3HX39g8Oj7zjk6aOU8WgwWIRq3ZINQguoWG4EdBOFNAoFNAKx7fzfesRlOaxfDCTBLoRHUo+4IwaS/W8GxLCkMuMgTSgpq51cgsJcZcRhGBXQ0LVQu8SkP0fbc8r+RV/MXgdBDkooXzqPW9G+jFLI2tngmrdCfzEdDOqDGcCpi5J50lsTIfQsVDSCHQ3W9w4xReW6eNBrOyTBi/Y346MRlpPotAqI2pGenU3J//bdVIzuO5mXCapAcmWQYNUYBPjeWG4zxUwIyYWUKa4/StmI9sHsx1o15YQrJ68DprVSnBZqd5XS7VyXkcRnaFzVEYBukI1dIfqqIEYekIv6A29O8/OqzNzPpbSgpN7TtGfcb6+ASaCpR8=</latexit>

ambient
source

separation

<latexit sha1_base64="SdE1iMYbzzo9fpE9pQ5ERseTK0g=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAhdlZku1GXBjcsK9gHtUDKZO21oJhmSjFCGfoAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/BvTdgRtPRA4nHMvN+eEKWfaeN6Xs7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw7LR8dtLTNFoUUll6obEg2cCWgZZjh0UwUkCTl0wvH1zO/cg9JMijszSSFIyFCwmFFirDQoV/ohDJnIKQgDauqCoDIC5fZBRD+infJq3hx4lfgFqaACzUH5sx9JmiV2nXKidc/3UhPkRBlGOUzdfqYhJXRMhtCzVJAEdJDPw0zxuVUiHEtlnzB4rv7eyEmi9SQJ7WRCzEgvezPxP6+XmfgqyJlIM2NTLg7FGcdG4lkzOGIKqOETSwhVzP4V0xFRhNoOtGtL8Jcjr5J2veZf1Oq39UqjWtRRQqfoDFWRjy5RA92gJmohih7QE3pBr86j8+y8Oe+L0TWn2DlBf+B8fAN4m5vO</latexit>en
co

d
er

<latexit sha1_base64="SdE1iMYbzzo9fpE9pQ5ERseTK0g=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAhdlZku1GXBjcsK9gHtUDKZO21oJhmSjFCGfoAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/BvTdgRtPRA4nHMvN+eEKWfaeN6Xs7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw7LR8dtLTNFoUUll6obEg2cCWgZZjh0UwUkCTl0wvH1zO/cg9JMijszSSFIyFCwmFFirDQoV/ohDJnIKQgDauqCoDIC5fZBRD+infJq3hx4lfgFqaACzUH5sx9JmiV2nXKidc/3UhPkRBlGOUzdfqYhJXRMhtCzVJAEdJDPw0zxuVUiHEtlnzB4rv7eyEmi9SQJ7WRCzEgvezPxP6+XmfgqyJlIM2NTLg7FGcdG4lkzOGIKqOETSwhVzP4V0xFRhNoOtGtL8Jcjr5J2veZf1Oq39UqjWtRRQqfoDFWRjy5RA92gJmohih7QE3pBr86j8+y8Oe+L0TWn2DlBf+B8fAN4m5vO</latexit>

encoder

<latexit sha1_base64="SdE1iMYbzzo9fpE9pQ5ERseTK0g=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAhdlZku1GXBjcsK9gHtUDKZO21oJhmSjFCGfoAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/BvTdgRtPRA4nHMvN+eEKWfaeN6Xs7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw7LR8dtLTNFoUUll6obEg2cCWgZZjh0UwUkCTl0wvH1zO/cg9JMijszSSFIyFCwmFFirDQoV/ohDJnIKQgDauqCoDIC5fZBRD+infJq3hx4lfgFqaACzUH5sx9JmiV2nXKidc/3UhPkRBlGOUzdfqYhJXRMhtCzVJAEdJDPw0zxuVUiHEtlnzB4rv7eyEmi9SQJ7WRCzEgvezPxP6+XmfgqyJlIM2NTLg7FGcdG4lkzOGIKqOETSwhVzP4V0xFRhNoOtGtL8Jcjr5J2veZf1Oq39UqjWtRRQqfoDFWRjy5RA92gJmohih7QE3pBr86j8+y8Oe+L0TWn2DlBf+B8fAN4m5vO</latexit>

encoder
<latexit sha1_base64="9K8EjuVb564e1GiJg9fewBDKeuw=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAhdlZku1GXBjcsK9gHtUDKZO21oJhmSjFCGfoAbf8WNC0Xc+gHu/BvTdgRtPRA4nHMuN/eEKWfaeN6Xs7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw7LR8dtLTNFoUUll6obEg2cCWgZZjh0UwUkCTl0wvH1zO/cg9JMijszSSFIyFCwmFFirDQoV/ohDJnIKQgDaupGQGUEyu2DiH5Em/Jq3hx4lfgFqaACzUH5sx9JmiV2nHKidc/3UhPkRBlGOUzdfqYhJXRMhtCzVJAEdJDPj5nic6tEOJbKPmHwXP09kZNE60kS2mRCzEgvezPxP6+XmfgqyJlIMwOCLhbFGcdG4lkzOGIKqOETSwhVzP4V0xFRhNoOtGtL8JdPXiXtes2/qNVv65VGtaijhE7RGaoiH12iBrpBTdRCFD2gJ/SCXp1H59l5c94X0TWnmDlBf+B8fANovpvE</latexit>

d
eco

d
er

<latexit sha1_base64="7nTsYd0XNM+FMedCdCgnFMFu9R8=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdekmWISuStKFuiy4cVnBPqAJZTK5SYdOJmFmIpTQ33Djr7hxoYhLXfk3TtoI2npg4HDOuTNzT5AxKpXjfBlr6xubW9u1HXN3b//g0Do67sk0FwS6JGWpGARYAqMcuooqBoNMAE4CBv1gcl36/XsQkqb8Tk0z8BMccxpRgpWWRpbjBRBTXhDgCsTMVJBkqcDM80zMaMwTrZse8PAnMbLqTtOZw14lbkXqqEJnZH14YUry8iLCsJRD18mUX2ChKGEwM71cQobJBMcw1JTjBKRfzDeb2edaCe0oFfpwZc/V3xMFTqScJoFOJliN5bJXiv95w1xFV35BeZYr4GTxUJQzW6V2WZMdUgFEsakmmAiq/2qTMRaY6A6kqUtwl1deJb1W071otm5b9XajqqOGTtEZaiAXXaI2ukEd1EUEPaAn9IJejUfj2Xgz3hfRNaOaOUF/YHx+A8qGoVU=</latexit>

temporal
alignment

<latexit sha1_base64="pD/evznJ6yVcH49kwpsXMq4quT8=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3wSJ0ISXpQl0WdOGygn1AE8pkctMOnUzCzKRQQn/Cjb/ixoUibgV3/o3TNoK2Hhg4nHMPd+4JUkalcpwvo7S2vrG5Vd42d3b39g+sw6O2TDJBoEUSlohugCUwyqGlqGLQTQXgOGDQCUbXM78zBiFpwu/VJAU/xgNOI0qw0lLfOvcCGFCeE+AKxNQMKcMKQs8zScLH7o3pAQ9/3L5VcWrOHPYqcQtSQQWafevTCxOSxTpOGJay5zqp8nMsFCUMpqaXSUgxGeEB9DTlOAbp5/OrpvaZVkI7SoR+XNlz9Xcix7GUkzjQkzFWQ7nszcT/vF6mois/pzzNFHCyWBRlzFaJPavIDqkAothEE0wE1X+1yRALTHQH0tQluMsnr5J2veZe1Op39UqjWtRRRifoFFWRiy5RA92iJmohgh7QE3pBr8aj8Wy8Ge+L0ZJRZI7RHxgf36ognww=</latexit>

dilated
conv1D

<latexit sha1_base64="pD/evznJ6yVcH49kwpsXMq4quT8=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3wSJ0ISXpQl0WdOGygn1AE8pkctMOnUzCzKRQQn/Cjb/ixoUibgV3/o3TNoK2Hhg4nHMPd+4JUkalcpwvo7S2vrG5Vd42d3b39g+sw6O2TDJBoEUSlohugCUwyqGlqGLQTQXgOGDQCUbXM78zBiFpwu/VJAU/xgNOI0qw0lLfOvcCGFCeE+AKxNQMKcMKQs8zScLH7o3pAQ9/3L5VcWrOHPYqcQtSQQWafevTCxOSxTpOGJay5zqp8nMsFCUMpqaXSUgxGeEB9DTlOAbp5/OrpvaZVkI7SoR+XNlz9Xcix7GUkzjQkzFWQ7nszcT/vF6mois/pzzNFHCyWBRlzFaJPavIDqkAothEE0wE1X+1yRALTHQH0tQluMsnr5J2veZe1Op39UqjWtRRRifoFFWRiy5RA92iJmohgh7QE3pBr8aj8Wy8Ge+L0ZJRZI7RHxgf36ognww=</latexit>

dilated
conv1D

<latexit sha1_base64="hKEecPvLsfTEpWdHIYrSPwOWz+A=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3oUXoqiRdqMuCLlxWsA9oQplMbtqhk0mYmRRK6N6Nv+LGhSJu/QF3/o3TNoK2Hhg4nHMPd+4JUkalcpwvo7SxubW9U9419/YPDo+s45OOTDJBoE0SlohegCUwyqGtqGLQSwXgOGDQDcbXc787ASFpwu/VNAU/xkNOI0qw0tLAqngBDCnPCXAFYmaShE/cG9MDHv5oA6vq1J0F7HXiFqSKCrQG1qcXJiSLdZwwLGXfdVLl51goShjMTC+TkGIyxkPoa8pxDNLPF7fM7HOthHaUCP24shfq70SOYymncaAnY6xGctWbi/95/UxFV35OeZop4GS5KMqYrRJ7XowdUgFEsakmmAiq/2qTERaY6A6kqUtwV09eJ51G3b2oN+4a1WatqKOMzlAF1ZCLLlET3aIWaiOCHtATekGvxqPxbLwZ78vRklFkTtEfGB/fL2abDw==</latexit>

conv1D

<latexit sha1_base64="hKEecPvLsfTEpWdHIYrSPwOWz+A=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3oUXoqiRdqMuCLlxWsA9oQplMbtqhk0mYmRRK6N6Nv+LGhSJu/QF3/o3TNoK2Hhg4nHMPd+4JUkalcpwvo7SxubW9U9419/YPDo+s45OOTDJBoE0SlohegCUwyqGtqGLQSwXgOGDQDcbXc787ASFpwu/VNAU/xkNOI0qw0tLAqngBDCnPCXAFYmaShE/cG9MDHv5oA6vq1J0F7HXiFqSKCrQG1qcXJiSLdZwwLGXfdVLl51goShjMTC+TkGIyxkPoa8pxDNLPF7fM7HOthHaUCP24shfq70SOYymncaAnY6xGctWbi/95/UxFV35OeZop4GS5KMqYrRJ7XowdUgFEsakmmAiq/2qTERaY6A6kqUtwV09eJ51G3b2oN+4a1WatqKOMzlAF1ZCLLlET3aIWaiOCHtATekGvxqPxbLwZ78vRklFkTtEfGB/fL2abDw==</latexit>

conv1D

<latexit sha1_base64="hKEecPvLsfTEpWdHIYrSPwOWz+A=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3oUXoqiRdqMuCLlxWsA9oQplMbtqhk0mYmRRK6N6Nv+LGhSJu/QF3/o3TNoK2Hhg4nHMPd+4JUkalcpwvo7SxubW9U9419/YPDo+s45OOTDJBoE0SlohegCUwyqGtqGLQSwXgOGDQDcbXc787ASFpwu/VNAU/xkNOI0qw0tLAqngBDCnPCXAFYmaShE/cG9MDHv5oA6vq1J0F7HXiFqSKCrQG1qcXJiSLdZwwLGXfdVLl51goShjMTC+TkGIyxkPoa8pxDNLPF7fM7HOthHaUCP24shfq70SOYymncaAnY6xGctWbi/95/UxFV35OeZop4GS5KMqYrRJ7XowdUgFEsakmmAiq/2qTERaY6A6kqUtwV09eJ51G3b2oN+4a1WatqKOMzlAF1ZCLLlET3aIWaiOCHtATekGvxqPxbLwZ78vRklFkTtEfGB/fL2abDw==</latexit>co
n
v
1D

<latexit sha1_base64="hKEecPvLsfTEpWdHIYrSPwOWz+A=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3oUXoqiRdqMuCLlxWsA9oQplMbtqhk0mYmRRK6N6Nv+LGhSJu/QF3/o3TNoK2Hhg4nHMPd+4JUkalcpwvo7SxubW9U9419/YPDo+s45OOTDJBoE0SlohegCUwyqGtqGLQSwXgOGDQDcbXc787ASFpwu/VNAU/xkNOI0qw0tLAqngBDCnPCXAFYmaShE/cG9MDHv5oA6vq1J0F7HXiFqSKCrQG1qcXJiSLdZwwLGXfdVLl51goShjMTC+TkGIyxkPoa8pxDNLPF7fM7HOthHaUCP24shfq70SOYymncaAnY6xGctWbi/95/UxFV35OeZop4GS5KMqYrRJ7XowdUgFEsakmmAiq/2qTERaY6A6kqUtwV09eJ51G3b2oN+4a1WatqKOMzlAF1ZCLLlET3aIWaiOCHtATekGvxqPxbLwZ78vRklFkTtEfGB/fL2abDw==</latexit>con
v
1D

<latexit sha1_base64="6NEt3c1DCGGEW8w6MlItZZjclPs=">AAACDXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAKMLJEtEidqqQDMFZiYSwSfUhNVDnOTWvVcSLbQaqi/AALv8LCAEKs7Gz8DW4bJGg5kqXjc+6RfU+QMiqV43wZa+sbm1vblR1zd2//4NA6Ou7KJBMEOiRhiegHWAKjHDqKKgb9VACOAwa9YHI983v3ICRN+J2apuDHeMRpRAlWWhpaNS+AEeU5Aa5AFGbNk/pW1EwPePijDq2q03DmsFeJW5IqKtEeWp9emJAs1nHCsJQD10mVn2OhKGFQmF4mIcVkgkcw0JTjGKSfz7cp7HOthHaUCH24sufq70SOYymncaAnY6zGctmbif95g0xFV35OeZop4GTxUJQxWyX2rBo7pAKIYlNNMBFU/9UmYyww0R1IU5fgLq+8SrrNhnvRaN42q616WUcFnaIzVEcuukQtdIPaqIMIekBP6AW9Go/Gs/FmvC9G14wyc4L+wPj4Bq5mm94=</latexit>

sin

<latexit sha1_base64="ZQikQkBrACqb6ZHsiC5ZSmW0bSU=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3wbbQVUm6UJcFNy4r2Ac0oUwmt+3QySTMTIQS8gVu/BU3LhRx69qdf+O0jaCtBwYO59zDnXuChFGpHOfLKG1sbm3vlHfNvf2DwyPr+KQr41QQ6JCYxaIfYAmMcugoqhj0EwE4Chj0gun13O/dg5A05ndqloAf4TGnI0qw0tLQqnkBjCnPCHAFIjernsJ8kuVV0wMe/shDq+I0nAXsdeIWpIIKtIfWpxfGJI10nDAs5cB1EuVnWChKGOSml0pIMJniMQw05TgC6WeLc3K7ppXQHsVCP67shfo7keFIylkU6MkIq4lc9ebif94gVaMrP6M8SRVwslw0SpmtYnvejR1SAUSxmSaYCKr/apMJFpjoDqSpS3BXT14n3WbDvWg0b5uVVr2oo4zO0DmqIxddoha6QW3UQQQ9oCf0gl6NR+PZeDPel6Mlo8icoj8wPr4BdHOcSQ==</latexit>

tanh

<latexit sha1_base64="Tga8KFJxQLA4We9GdKXUhSp4Xrg=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g63SVUm6UJcFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTIQS8gdu/BU3LhRx69adf+P0IWjrgYHDOfdw5x4/4Uxpx/myCmvrG5tbxW17Z3dv/6B0eNRWcSoptGjMY9n1iQLOBLQ00xy6iQQS+Rw6/vh66nfuQSoWizs9SaAfkaFgIaNEG2lQOvd8GDKRURAaZG5XPMWGEcnyiu2BCH70Qans1JwZ8CpxF6SMFmgOSp9eENM0MnHKiVI910l0PyNSM8oht71UQULomAyhZ6ggEah+Nrsnx2dGCXAYS/OExjP1dyIjkVKTyDeTEdEjtexNxf+8XqrDq37GRJJqEHS+KEw51jGeloMDJoFqPjGEUMnMXzEdEUmo6UDZpgR3+eRV0q7X3Ita/bZeblQXdRTRCTpFVeSiS9RAN6iJWoiiB/SEXtCr9Wg9W2/W+3y0YC0yx+gPrI9vQt+cuQ==</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="oHHJ8SUbj17cqHTTpdWI0BNF2UY=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmsAhdlaQLdVlw47KCfUATymRy0w6dTMLMRCihWzf+ihsXirj1D9z5N07bCNp6YOBwzj3cuSfMOFPadb+stfWNza3tyo69u7d/cOgcHXdUmksKbZryVPZCooAzAW3NNIdeJoEkIYduOL6e+d17kIql4k5PMggSMhQsZpRoIw0c7IcwZKKgIDTIqc1TpWwfRPSjDJyqW3fnwKvEK0kVlWgNnE8/SmmemDjlRKm+52Y6KIjUjHKY2n6uICN0TIbQN1SQBFRQzC+Z4nOjRDhOpXlC47n6O1GQRKlJEprJhOiRWvZm4n9eP9fxVVAwkeUaBF0sinOOdYpnteCISaCaTwwhVDLzV0xHRBJqOlC2KcFbPnmVdBp176LeuG1Um7Wyjgo6RWeohjx0iZroBrVQG1H0gJ7QC3q1Hq1n6816X4yuWWXmBP2B9fENL4SakQ==</latexit>

loss

<latexit sha1_base64="rVGWyDmLrPr+5h/dczSSJIljmJ8=">AAACCnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs30VboqiRdqMuKG1dSwT6gKWUyuWmHTiZhZiKU0LUbf8WNC0Xc+gXu/BunbQRtPTBwOOce7tzjJ4xK5ThfRmFldW19o7hpbm3v7O5Z+wctGaeCQJPELBYdH0tglENTUcWgkwjAkc+g7Y+upn77HoSkMb9T4wR6ER5wGlKClZb61rHnw4DyjABXICZm+bJ/UzY94MGP1LdKTtWZwV4mbk5KKEejb316QUzSSMcJw1J2XSdRvQwLRQmDiemlEhJMRngAXU05jkD2stkpE/tUK4EdxkI/ruyZ+juR4UjKceTryQiroVz0puJ/XjdV4UUvozxJFXAyXxSmzFaxPe3FDqgAothYE0wE1X+1yRALTHQH0tQluIsnL5NWreqeVWu3tVK9ktdRREfoBFWQi85RHV2jBmoigh7QE3pBr8aj8Wy8Ge/z0YKRZw7RHxgf34CpmhA=</latexit>

AN

<latexit sha1_base64="wRrCu739iBVsMJarGlC+apQaqhA=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0XoqiRdqMuCIC4r9gVNKZPJTTt0MgkzE6GEbt34K25cKOLWP3Dn3zhtI2jrgYHDOfdw5x4/4Uxpx/myCmvrG5tbxW17Z3dv/6B0eNRWcSoptGjMY9n1iQLOBLQ00xy6iQQS+Rw6/vhq5nfuQSoWi6aeJNCPyFCwkFGijTQoYc+HIRMZBaFBTu275nXT9kAEP8qgVHaqzhx4lbg5KaMcjUHp0wtimkYmTjlRquc6ie5nRGpGOUxtL1WQEDomQ+gZKkgEqp/NL5niM6MEOIyleULjufo7kZFIqUnkm8mI6JFa9mbif14v1eFlP2MiSTUIulgUphzrGM9qwQGTQDWfGEKoZOavmI6IJNR0oGxTgrt88ipp16ruebV2WyvXK3kdRXSCTlEFuegC1dENaqAWougBPaEX9Go9Ws/Wm/W+GC1YeeYY/YH18Q1mR5oR</latexit>

STFT<latexit sha1_base64="JH+RPPbGUJ/mb/y//qfB3/MkPf4=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3oUXoqiRdqMuCG5cV7AOaUCaTm3boZBJmJkIJ3bvxV9y4UMStP+DOv3HSRtDWAwOHc87lzj1ByqhUjvNlVDY2t7Z3qrvm3v7B4ZF1fNKTSSYIdEnCEjEIsARGOXQVVQwGqQAcBwz6wfS68Pv3ICRN+J2apeDHeMxpRAlWWhpZNS+AMeU5Aa5AzM0oK6KmBzz80UZW3Wk6C9jrxC1JHZXojKxPL0xIFutxwrCUQ9dJlZ9joShhMDe9TEKKyRSPYagpxzFIP1/cMrfPtRLaUSL048peqL8nchxLOYsDnYyxmshVrxD/84aZiq78nPI0U8DJclGUMVsldlGMHVIBRLGZJpgIqv9qkwkWmOgOpKlLcFdPXie9VtO9aLZuW/V2o6yjis5QDTWQiy5RG92gDuoigh7QE3pBr8aj8Wy8Ge/LaMUoZ07RHxgf39Q5m3g=</latexit>

fusion

<latexit sha1_base64="6lXNLMjRLEKZ5zvAroB2lo8Rmpg=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3g63YVUm6UJcFNy4r2Ac0oUwmt+3QySTMTIQS+glu/BU3LhRx69Kdf+P0IWjrgYHDOfdw554w5Uxp1/2yCmvrG5tbxW17Z3dv/8A5PGqpJJMUmjThieyERAFnApqaaQ6dVAKJQw7tcHQ99dv3IBVLxJ0epxDEZCBYn1GijdRzzv0QBkzkFIQGObHLnq9ZDAp7ZdsHEf0YPafkVt0Z8CrxFqSEFmj0nE8/SmgWmzjlRKmu56Y6yInUjHKY2H6mICV0RAbQNVQQszTIZwdN8JlRItxPpHlC45n6O5GTWKlxHJrJmOihWvam4n9eN9P9qyBnIs00CDpf1M841gmetoMjJoFqPjaEUMnMXzEdEkmo6UDZpgRv+eRV0qpVvYtq7bZWqlcWdRTRCTpFFeShS1RHN6iBmoiiB/SEXtCr9Wg9W2/W+3y0YC0yx+gPrI9v0OKcXg==</latexit>

1 ⇥ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="JBIJCCkvG516QTuGo/epn1O7tpI=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPEVdelmsAhdlaQLdVlw47KCfUATymRy0w6dTMLMRAihv+HGX3HjQhGXuvJvnD4EbT0wcDjnXO7cE2acKe26X9ba+sbm1nZlx97d2z84dI6OOyrNJYU2TXkqeyFRwJmAtmaaQy+TQJKQQzccX0/97j1IxVJxp4sMgoQMBYsZJdpIA8f1QxgyUVIQGuTEJjTNlWbU921VCD0CxZTtg4h+EgOn6tbdGfAq8RakihZoDZwPP0ppnphxyolSfc/NdFASabZwmNh+riAjdEyG0DdUkARUUM4um+Bzo0Q4TqV5QuOZ+nuiJIlSRRKaZEL0SC17U/E/r5/r+CoomchyDYLOF8U5xzrF05pwxCRQzQtDCJXM/BXTEZGEmg6UbUrwlk9eJZ1G3buoN24b1WZtUUcFnaIzVEMeukRNdINaqI0oekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc+ja9Zi5gT9gfX5DQBBoXc=</latexit>
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target microphone
viewpoint

Figure 3. Visually Guided Acoustic Synthesis (ViGAS). Given the input audio AS , we first separate out the ambient sound to focus on
the sound of interest. We take the source audio and source visual to localize the active speaker on the 2D image. We also extract the visual
acoustic features of the environment by running an encoder on the source visual. We concatenate the active speaker feature, source visual
features, and the target pose, and fuse these features with a MLP. We feed both the audio stream AC and fused visual feature VC into the
acoustic synthesis network, which has M stacked audio-visual fusion blocks. In each block, the audio sequence is processed by dilated
conv1d layers and the visual features are processed by conv1d layers. Lastly, the previously separated ambient sound is added back to the
waveform. During training, our temporal alignment module shifts the prediction by the amount of delay estimated between the source and
the target audio to align the prediction well with the target.

meaning that lip motion, the main cue used by speaker lo-
calization methods [21, 49, 54], is often not visible. Hence,
the model has to rely on other cues to identify the speaker
(such as body motion, gender or identity). Furthermore,
sometimes people speak or laugh over each other.

Since our focus is not speaker localization, for the
Replay-NVAS we assume that this problem is solved by
an external module that does audio-visual active speaker
localization. To approximate the output of such a mod-
ule automatically, we rely on the near-range audio record-
ings. Specifically, we first run an off-the-shelf detection and
tracker [10] on the video at 5 FPS and obtain, with some
manual refinement, bounding boxes Bi

t for i = 1, . . . , N
at each frame t. We manually assign the near-range mi-
crophone audio Ai

N to each tracked person. We select the
active speaker D based on the maximum energy of each
near-range microphone, i.e., D = argmaxi

{∑
Ai

N [t :

t + ∆t]2
}
, where ∆t is the time interval we use to calcu-

late the audio energy. We output bounding box BD as the
localization feature VL.

5.3. Visual Acoustic Network and Fusion

The active speaker bounding box BD only disam-
biguates the active speaker from all visible humans on 2D,
which is not enough to indicate where the speaker is in 3D.
To infer that, the visual information is also needed. Since
there is usually not much movement in one second (the
length of the input video clip), the video clip does not pro-
vide much extra information compared to a single frame.
Thus, we choose the middle frame to represent the clip and
extract the visual acoustic features VE from the input RGB
image with a pretrained ResNet18 [18] before the average
pooling layer to preserve spatial information. To reduce the

feature size, we feed VE into a 1D convolution with kernel
size 1 and output channel size 8. We then flatten the visual
features to obtain feature VF .

The target pose is specified as the translation along
x, y, z axes plus difference between orientations of the
source “view” and the target “view” expressed via rotation
angles: +y (roll), +x (pitch) and +z (yaw). We encode
each angle α as its sinusoidal value: (sin(α), cos(α)).

Similarly, the target pose is not enough by itself to in-
dicate where the target viewpoint T is in the 3D space; to
infer that, the source view VS is again needed. For example,
in top row of Fig 4, for target viewpoint 3, “two meters to
the right and one meter forward” is not enough to indicate
the target location is in the corridor, while the model can
reason that based on the source view.

We use a fusion network to predict a latent representa-
tion of the scene variables S, T, LD, E (cf . Sec. 3) by first
concatenating [VL, PT , VF ] and then feeding it through a
multilayer perceptron (MLP). See Fig. 3 for the network.

5.4. Acoustic Synthesis

With the separated primary sound AC and the visual
acoustic feature VC as input, the goal of the acoustic syn-
thesis module is to transform AC guided by VC . We design
the acoustic synthesis network to learn a non-linear trans-
fer function (implicitly) that captures these major acoustic
phenomena, including the attenuation of sound in space, the
directivity of sound sources (human speech is directional),
the reverberation level, the head-related transfer function,
as well as the frequency-dependent acoustic phenomena.
Training end-to-end makes it possible to capture these sub-
tle and complicated changes in the audio.

Inspired by recent advances in time-domain signal mod-
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eling [39, 48], we design the network as M stacked synthe-
sis blocks, where each block consists of multiple conv1D
layers. We first encode the input audio AC into a latent
space, which is then fed into the synthesis block. The key
of the synthesis block is a gated multimodal fusion network
that injects the visual information into the audio as follows:

z=tanh(pkA(A
k
F )+pkV (VC))⊙σ(qkA(A

k
F )+qkV (VC)), (2)

where ⊙ indicates element-wise multiplication, σ is a logis-
tic sigmoid function, k = 1, . . . ,M is the layer index and
p, q are both learnable 1D convolutions.

After passing z through a sinusoidal activation function,
the network uses two separate conv1D layers to process the
feature, one producing the residual connection Ak+1

F and
one producing the skip connection Ak+1

P . All skip connec-
tions Ak+1

P are mean pooled and fed into a decoder to pro-
duce the output AO. We add back the separated ambient
sound AN as the target audio estimate: ÂT = AO + AN .
See Supp. for more details on the architecture.

5.5. Temporal Alignment

In order for the model to learn well, it is important that
input and output sounds are temporally aligned. While the
Replay-NVAS data is already synchronised based on the
clapper sound, due to the finite speed of sound, the sounds
emitted from different locations may still arrive at micro-
phones with a delay slightly different from the one of the
clapper, causing misalignments that affect training.

To align source and target audio for training, we find the
delay τ that maximizes the generalized cross-correlation:

RAS ,AT
(τ) = Et[hS(t) · hT (t− τ)], (3)

where hS and hT are the feature embedding for AS and
AT respectively at time t. We use the feature extractor
h from the generalized cross-correlation phase transform
(GCC-PHAT) algorithm [23], which whitens the audio by
dividing by the magnitude of the cross-power spectral den-
sity. After computing τ , we shift the prediction AO by τ
samples to align with the AT and obtain AL. Note that
alignment is already exact for SoundSpaces-NVAS.

5.6. Loss

To compute the loss, we first encode the audio with
the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), a complex-valued
matrix representation of the audio where the y axis repre-
sents frequency and the x axis is time. We then compute the
magnitude of the STFT, and optimize the L1 loss between
the the predicted and ground truth magnitudes as follows:

L =
∣∣||STFT(AL)||2 − ||STFT(A′

T )||2
∣∣, (4)

where A′
T is the primary sound separated from AT with

P(·). By taking the magnitude, we do not model the ex-
act phase values, which we find hinders learning if being
included in the loss. See implementation details in Supp.

6. Experiments

We compare with several traditional and learning-based
baselines and show that ViGAS outperforms them in both a
quantitative evaluation and a human subject study.

Evaluation. We measure performance from three aspects:
1. closeness to GT as measured by the magnitude spectro-
gram distance (Mag). 2. correctness of the spatial sound as
measured by the left-right energy ratio error (LRE), i.e.,
the difference of ratio of energy between left and right chan-
nels and 3. correctness of the acoustic properties measured
by RT60 error (RTE) [6, 50], i.e., the error in reverbera-
tion time decaying by 60dB (RT60). We use a pretrained
model [6] to estimate RT60 directly from speech.

Baselines. We consider the following baselines: 1. In-
put audio. Copying the input to the output. 2. TF Es-
timator [56] + Nearest Neighbor, i.e. storing the transfer
function estimated during training and retrieving the nearest
neighbor during test time. We estimate transfer functions
with a Wiener filter [56] and index them with the ground-
truth locations of the speaker, source viewpoint, and target
viewpoint for the single environment setup and their rel-
ative pose for the novel environment setup. At test time,
this method searches the database to find the nearest trans-
fer function and applies it on the input audio. 3. Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) [9] approach that takes the dis-
tance, azimuth, and elevation of the sound source, applies
an inverse a head-related transfer function (HRTF) to es-
timate the speech spoken by the speaker and then applies
another HRTF to estimate the audio at the target micro-
phone location. This baseline adjusts the loudness of the
left and right channels based on where the speaker is in the
target view. We supply GT coordinates for SoundSpaces-
NVAS and speakers’ head positions estimated with trian-
gulation on Replay-NVAS. 4. Visual Acoustic Matching
(VAM) [6], recently proposed for a related task of matching
acoustics of input audio with a target image. This task only
deals with single viewpoint and single-channel audio. We
adapt their model with minimal modification by feeding in
the image from the source viewpoint and concatenating the
position offset of the target microphone at the multimodal
fusion step. See Supp. for details.

6.1. Results on SoundSpaces-NVAS

Table 1 shows the results. For synthetic data, we con-
sider two evaluation setups: 1. single environment: train
and test on the same environment and 2. novel environ-
ment: train and test on multiple non-overlapping Gibson
environments (90/10/20 for train/val/test).

In the single environment setup, our model largely out-
performs all baselines as well as our audio-only ablation
on all metrics. TF Estimator performs poorly despite be-
ing indexed by the ground truth location values because es-
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SoundSpaces-NVAS Replay-NVAS
Single Environment Novel Environment Single Environment

Mag LRE RTE Mag LRE RTE Mag LRE RTE

Input audio 0.225 1.473 0.032 0.216 1.408 0.039 0.159 1.477 0.046
TF Estimator [56] 0.359 2.596 0.059 0.440 3.261 0.092 0.327 2.861 0.147

DSP [9] 0.302 3.644 0.044 0.300 3.689 0.047 0.463 1.300 0.067
VAM [6] 0.220 1.198 0.041 0.235 1.131 0.051 0.161 0.924 0.070

ViGAS w/o visual 0.173 0.973 0.031 0.181 1.007 0.036 0.146 0.877 0.046
ViGAS 0.159 0.782 0.029 0.175 0.971 0.034 0.142 0.716 0.048

Table 1. Results on SoundSpaces-NVAS and Replay-NVAS. We report the magnitude spectrogram distance (Mag), left-right energy
ratio error (LRE), and RT60 error (RTE). Replay-NVAS does not have novel environment setup due to data being collected in a single
environment. For all metrics, lower is better. In addition to baselines, we also evaluate ViGAS w/o visual by removing the active speaker
localization and visual features. Note that reverberation time is mostly invariant of the receiver location in the same room and thus input
audio has low RTE. A good model should preserve this property while synthesizing the desired acoustics for the target viewpoint.

timating a transfer function directly from two audio clips
is non-trivial and noisy for low-energy parts of the signal.
DSP also performs badly despite having the ground truth
3D coordinates of the sound source. This is because head
related transfer functions are typically recorded in anechoic
chambers, which does not account for acoustics of differ-
ent environments, e.g., reverberation. Both traditional ap-
proaches perform worse than simply copying the input au-
dio, indicating that learning-based models are needed for
this challenging task. The recent model VAM [6] performs
much better compared to the traditional approaches but still
underperforms our model. There is a significant difference
between ViGAS w/o visual and the full model; this shows
that the visual knowledge about the speaker location and the
environment is important for this task.

Fig. 4 shows an example where given the same input
source viewpoint, our model synthesizes audio for three
different target viewpoints. The model reasons about how
the geometry and speaker locations changes based on the
source view and the target pose, and predicts the acoustic
difference accordingly. See Supp. video to listen to sounds.

For the novel environment setup, our model again out-
performs all baselines. Compared to ViGAS in the single
environment setup, both the magnitude spectrogram dis-
tance and the left-right energy ratio error increase. This is
expected because for novel (unseen) environments, single
images capture limited geometry and acoustic information.
The model fails sometime when there is a drastic viewpoint
change, e.g., target viewpoint 3 in Fig. 4. This setup re-
quires the model to reason or “imagine” the environment
based on single audio-visual observation, which poses great
challenge for NVAS as well as NVS, where typically syn-
thesis is performed in a fully observed environment.

Ablations. Table 2 shows ablations on the model design.
To understand if the model uses visual information, we ab-
late the visual features VF and the active speaker feature

SS-NVAS Replay-NVAS
ViGAS Mag LRE Mag LRE

full model 0.159 0.782 0.142 0.716
w/o visual features 0.171 0.897 0.146 0.920

w/o ASL 0.161 0.814 0.143 0.757
w/o alignment 0.176 0.771 0.144 0.706
w/o separation 0.165 0.840 0.182 0.859

Table 2. Ablations of the model on both datasets.

VL. Removing the active speaker feature leads to less dam-
age on the model performance, because without the explic-
itly localized active speaker, the model can still implicitly
reason about the active speaker location based on the im-
age and audio. If both are removed (“ViGAS w/o visual” in
Table 1), the performance suffers most.

To study the effectiveness of the temporal alignment and
ambient sound separation modules, we ablate them sepa-
rately. Removing the temporal alignment leads to higher
Mag error and slightly lower LRE. As for ambient sound
separation, the results show that optimizing for the high-
energy noise-like ambient sound degrades the performance.

6.2. Results on Replay-NVAS

Table 1 (right) shows the Replay-NVAS results. Com-
pared to SoundSpaces-NVAS, the magnitudes of all errors
are smaller because there are less drastic acoustic changes
between viewpoints (8 DLSR cameras form a circle around
the participants). Traditional approaches like TF Estima-
tor and DSP still perform poorly despite using the 3D co-
ordinates of the camera and the speaker (triangulated from
multiple cameras). VAM performs better due to end-to-end
learning; however, our model outperforms it. Compared to
ViGAS w/o visual, the full model has much lower left-right
energy ratio error and slightly higher reverberation time er-
ror, showing that the model takes into account the speaker
position and viewpoint change for synthesizing the audio.
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Figure 4. Qualitative examples. For all binaural audio, we show the left-channel and the right-channel waveforms side-by-side. Row
1: SoundSpaces-NVAS example where given the source viewpoint and input audio, the model synthesizes audio for three different target
viewpoints (target views are for reference only). In this case, the active speaker is the male speaker as indicated by the bounding box.
For target viewpoint 1, the view rotates about 90 degrees and the male speaker is on the left side and the predicted left channel is louder
than the right channel. Viewpoint 2 moves away from the speaker and thus yields lower amplitude compared to the first prediction. For
target viewpoint 3, it is completely located outside of the living room, in which case, the sound could only come from the door open on the
right (louder right channel) and the reverberation also greatly increases due to the vanishing direct sound. Row 2: Replay-NVAS example
where the speaker is located on the left in the source viewpoint which becomes the right and further from the camera in target viewpoint
2, the model also predicts lower amplitude and louder right channel. On the right side, we show an example of the audio-visual speech
enhancement for the active speaker. The model enhances the speech to largely match with the near-range audio (target).

Mag RTE

Input 0.279 0.376
ViGAS (ours) 0.234 0.122

Table 3. Speech enhancement on Replay-NVAS.

Fig. 4 (row 2, left) shows a qualitative example. In the
source viewpoint, the active speaker is on the left, while in
the target viewpoint, he is further from the camera and on
the right. The model synthesizes an audio waveform that
captures the corresponding acoustic change, showing that
our model successfully learns from real videos.
Audio-visual speech enhancement. In some real-world
applications, e.g., hearing aid devices, the goal is to obtain
the enhanced clean speech of the active speaker. This can
be seen as a special case of NVAS, where the target view-
point is the active speaker. Our model is capable of perform-
ing audio-visual speech enhancement without any modifica-
tion. We simply set the target audio to the near-range audio
recording for the active speaker. We show the results in Ta-
ble 3. Our model obtains cleaner audio compared to the
input audio (example in Fig. 4, row 2, right).
Human subject study. To supplement the quantitative
metrics and evaluate how well our synthesized audio cap-
tures the acoustic change between viewpoints, we conduct
a human subject study. We show participants the image of
the target viewpoint VT as well as the audio AT as refer-
ence. We provide three audio samples: the input, the pre-
diction of ViGAS, and the prediction of DSP (the most nat-

Dataset Input DSP ViGAS

SoundSpaces-NVAS 24% 2% 74%
Replay-NVAS 43% 6% 51%

Table 4. Human Study. Participants favor our approach over the
two most realistic sounding baselines, (1) copying the input signal,
and (2) a digital signal processing baseline.

urally sounding baseline) and ask them to select a clip that
sounds closest to the target audio. We select 20 examples
from SoundSpaces-NVAS and 20 examples from Replay-
NVAS and invite 10 participants to perform the study.

See Table 4 for the results. On the synthetic dataset
SoundSpaces-NVAS, our approach is preferred over the
baselines by a large margin. This margin is lower on the
real-world Replay-NVAS dataset but is still significant.

7. Conclusion
We introduce the challenging novel-view acoustic syn-

thesis task and a related benchmark in form of both real and
synthetic datasets. We propose a neural rendering model
that learns to transform the sound from the source view-
point to the target viewpoint by reasoning about the ob-
served audio and visual stream. Our model surpasses all
baselines on both datasets. We believe this research un-
locks many potential applications and research in multi-
modal novel-view synthesis. In the future, we plan to incor-
porate active-speaker localization model into the approach
and let the model jointly learn to localize and synthesize.
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